國立高雄海洋科技大學 102 學年度碩士班考試入學
航運管理研究所—英文試題
(I) Read the following sentences carefully, and select the best answer
for each of the blanks. (60%)
1. A degree does not ____ result in career opportunities.
(A. necessarily
B. necessary
C. necessity D. necessitate)
2. If you are unsatisfied with your purchase, please return the product ____ 30
days of your purchase. (A. under
B. before
C. by
D. within)
3. We have a large _____ of books to help you pass the entrance exam.
(A. crowd
B. type
C. series
D. variety)
4. Personal ____ should be placed in the back of the room.
(A. belonged
B. belongings
C. belong to D. being)
5. It takes hard work to _____ success.
(A. admire
B. admit
C. achieve
D. advise)
6. Nearly half of the employees _____ to work from suburban neighborhoods.
(A. commute
B. commuting C. who commute D. to commute )
7. Please _____ the survey form and return it in the envelope as soon as possible.
(A. completing
B. complete
C. have completed
D. completes)
8. President Mr. Brown _____ for almost 20 years by the time he retires in
January this year.
(A. served
B. serves
C. had served
D. will have served)
9. Commercial television is an ______ medium for advertising.
(A. effective
B. empty
C. equal
D. embarrassing)
10. The advertisements of B&B Company on the Internet are different ____
those on TV.
(A. from
B. with
C. for
D. in )
11. The number of students who drop out of school in the past year was _____
higher than we had expected.
(A. more
B. very
C. less than
D. much )
12. After getting out the taxi and ____ in at the front desk, Lily went sightseeing.
(A. checking
B. checks
C. giving
D. gives )
13. Michael, ___ talent has been demonstrated in numerous basketball games,
will be recruited to the number one team next month.
(A. which
B. whose
C. that
D. who)
14. We have made tremendous _______, which have made internal
communication more effective.
(A. improves
B. proof
C. improvements
D. aggressive)
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15. The manager wants to employ a secretary _________ English.
(A. which understand
B. understands
C. who understands
D. understood)
16. A consignee need to exchange a “delivery order” with one set of ______

(A.

charter party B. Bill of lading C. mate’s receipt D. shipping statement )
before taking delivery of cargo at destination.
17. “Box ship” is a nick name of _______ (A. bulk carrier B. general cargo ship
C. container ship D. tanker)
18. BIMCO is a famous________ (A. charterer B. broker C. charter party
form issuer D. ship operator ).
19. The “Act of God” always excepts _______ (A. carrier
B. both carrier and
charterer
C. charterer
D. none) from his/their liabilities.
20. In all cases, the delivery of the goods at the destination and the payment of
the freight are always ________ (A. paying the freight first. B. delivering the
goods first. C. concurrent D. depending on individual cases)
21. Under the Hague Rules, neither the carrier nor the ship shall in any event be
liable for any loss or damage to or in connection with goods in an amount
exceeding ￡100 per ______ (A. bag B. carton C. sack D. package) or
unit.
22. The adjustment of General Average is undertaken by ________
(A. ship surveyors
B. cargo surveyors
C. average adjusters D. accountants).
23. In international commercial transactions a series of ________
(A. one-letter
B. three-letter
C. two-letter
D. four-letter )
trade terms (Incoterms) related to common contractual sales practices.
24. The Bareboat Charter is known as a_______
(A. Voyage Charter
B. Time Charter
C. Demise Charter D. Barge
Charter )
25. The ship owner depended on the _______(A. master B. deck officers C.
engineers D. sailors ) to ensure the smooth and successful running of the
shipboard side of the operation and the successful carrying out of his order.
26. The master of the ship is responsible for ensuring the safe loading,______ (A.
stows, B. stowed, C. stow, D. stowage, ) carriage and discharge of the
cargo.
27. ________(A. Would B. Should C. Could D. Might ) the ship and cargo
become damage due to circumstances beyond the control of the master it is
his duty to note a SEA PROTEST before discharging cargo.
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28. A master who knowingly takes a ship to sea in _______(A. a seaworthy
B.
an seaworthy C. a unseaworthy
D. an unseaworthy) condition will be
guilty of an offence.
29. _________(A. IMO B. Administrations C. Shipowners D. Pirates )
might face various difficulties when the threat of pirate attack existed in some
area, such as the Indian Ocean.
30. In the case of a________ (A. Voyage charter B. Time charter
C.
Bareboat charter D. Liner operation) the master frequently acts as the
owner’s representative at “on” and “off” surveys.

II. Please answer the following short essay questions in English. (40%)
1. Please write an essay on “My Ideal Job”.
2. Where can you find a job ad? What do you need to prepare when you look
for a job?
3. Please write a well-organized essay of at least 100 words arguing for or
against “Gay Marriage.”
4. Please create a cover letter for yourself:
You are looking for a job. You need to write a cover letter for yourself to Mr.
Peter Su, Sales Manager of Evergreen Marine Corporation, 21 Mingshen
East Road, Taipei, in response to the advertisement posted on
www.jobs.com for the position of shipping sales representative. Your
résumé is enclosed for their review.
(* Please note that do not use your full name in Chinese on the entrance
examination paper.)
-----------------------------------------試題結束----------------------------------------------
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